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(1867) edition, the lines do not appear : in Mr. Spender's, which was
an edition of 1870 or later, they do. It seems that Tennyson felt
he had stressed too strongly the barren qualities of the yew in
Section 2 of In Memoriam, implying even that it did not flower •
and had inserted the additional stanzas (Section 39) from which
Mr. Spender quoted by way of making amends to the tree he had
slighted and of rehabilitating himself as a naturalist.
Entirely familiar with the main currents of literature and history,
he was especially attracted by their remoter pools and eddies!
From these he collected an extraordinary farrago of quaint scraps
of information,   whimsical   dicta   and   other  literary   driftwood,
recording the results of his research on slips of paper or in the margins
or blank pages of books.   A note-book which he seems to have kept
when an undergraduate (it is dated 1871) contains not a few of these.
Sandwiched there between a summary of Goethe's theory of colour
and a mass of comparative statistics about Belgian, Swiss, and
German agriculture (heaven knows why he wished to remember the
number of horned cattle in the Canton of Vaud), is a note to the
effect that Prynne, the Caroline satirist whose ears were cut off in
1637, had had them cut off some years previously and sewn on again.
From this one passes to a rema:ck of Joseph de Maistre to Madame
de Stael about the English Church :   " Eh bien, oui madame, je
conviendxai qu'elle est parmi les Eglises protestantes ce qu'est
Torang-outang parmi les singes."   The minor problems of literature
fascinated him.    They were the theme of innumerable questions
which he posed to his family and which they sometimes disappointed
him by answering correctly.    Many readers of Hamlet know, or
think they know, why on the death of the old King the crown did
not automatically devolve on the Prince, but went, apparently
without a coup d'&at, to his uncle.   But how many readers of Pride
and Prejudice can lay their hands on the meagre clues which the book
affords to the Christian name of Mr. Darcy ?    Where does Jane
Austen mention baseball ?   Is there any foundation for the theory
that Henry VIII's main reason for" executing Anne Boleyn was her
habit of eating biscuits in bed ?   How many equestrian statues are
there in the world ?   What was the name, date, and nationality of
the respective inventors of (a) foie gras; (b) acrostics ?   What, pre-
cisely, is the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception ?    (It was
surprising how many runners fell at this fence.)   He would expend
tireless pains in exposing a misquotation or tracking a correct one
to some unsuspected lair.   In one instance at least he succeeded in
killing both birds with one stone.   Few people know that the familiar

